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Open and Resposible Research and Innovation

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/resources

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/resources


• Research ethics addresses the application of ethical principles or values 
to the various issues and fields of research. This includes ethical 
aspects of the design and conduct of research, the way human 
participants or animals within research projects are treated, whether 
research results may be misused for criminal purposes and it refers 
also on aspects of scientific misconduct

• Research integrity is recognized as the attitude and habit of the 
researchers to conduct research according to appropriate ethical, legal 
and professional frameworks, obligations and standards.

Research integrity and Research ethics



Claxton LD.  Scientific authorship. 
Mutat Res 2001

“Most of the allegations and findings center upon 
publication issues, because scientific publication 
documents the actions of the researcher.”

If journals and their editors are placed well to detect scientific 
misconduct, they are also well placed to prevent misconduct
and promote responsible conduct of research.

Journals and open and responsible research



Research and publication ethics are a spectrum
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Good conduct and misconduct are a spectrum
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Ethical responsibility of editors and journals?

To ensure the integrity of the published record.



From 1665 to digital publishing

Enhanced publication

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://de.academic.ru/pictures/dewiki/49/1665_journal_des_scavans_title.jpg&imgrefurl=http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/717287&usg=__g25x0SahbOKvWNdONPeFB2iHIUo=&h=1827&w=1110&sz=509&hl=hr&start=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=k7eFQxoT4WLshM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=91&prev=/images?q=journal+de+scavans&um=1&hl=hr&sa=N&rls=com.microsoft:hr:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7SNYK_en-GB&tbs=isch:1


Tennant JP, Dugan JM, Graziotin D et al. A multi-disciplinary perspective on emergent and future innovations in peer review [version 2]. F1000Research 2017;6:1151.
(https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.12037.2)

Changes in peer review

https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.12037.2


Changes in peer review

Tennant JP, Dugan JM, Graziotin D et al. A multi-disciplinary perspective on emergent and future innovations in peer review [version 2]. F1000Research 2017;6:1151.
(https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.12037.2)

https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.12037.2


Development of peer review
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Development of peer review

Single blind

Double blind

Consultative

Results free review

Open peer review

Post-publication

Physical Review, 1936



Responsible conduct of research – editor’s role

2.7 Publication and 
Dissemination

• Responsibility of authors for 
content

• Authorship
• Openness
• Acknowledging others
• Declaring interests
• Correcting published record
• Publishing negative results
• Same criteria for all

publications

2.8 Reviewing, Evaluating and 
Editing

• Resposible refereeing, 
reviewing and evaluation

• Transparent and justifiable
review and evaluation

• Managing conflicts of interest
• Maintaining confidentiality
• Respecting rights of authors

and applicants



ICMJE, 1979

ICMJE, today

Responsible conduct of research – editor’s role



Editorial ethics standards

• Implementing international 
editorial standards

• Peer review process

• Correcting the published record

• Authorship

• Competing interest

• Financial support

• Ethics of research on humans and 
animals

• Ethics committee approvals

• Trial registration

• Privacy protection

• Image manipulation

• Competing interests of editors in 
their own journals



Journal editors: Role in responsible publishing

Strengths Opportunities

Weaknesses Threats

Authority in the scientific 
community

Editorial independence

Power to formulate and 
implement editorial policies

No mandate for legal
action

Few means of action

Lack of training and
resources

Editorial policies

New technologies

Greater transparency of 
science

Lack of legal regulation
for RI

Lack of support for 
editors

Pressures on journal
editors



Editorial policies

CSE's White Paper on Promoting Integrity in Scientific Journal 
Publications

EASE Science Editors' Handbook – Ethical issues 

ICMJE Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and 
Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals

WAME Policy Statement on the Responsibilities of Medical Editors

COPE Code of Conduct, Ethics Flowcharts, Guidelines on Article
Retraction



Committee on Publication Ethics



COPE Flowcharts



Challenges to journals in the
digital world



Challenge: Image manipulation



Rossner M, Yamada KM. What’s in a picture? The 
temptation of image manipulation.
Journal of Cell Biology 2004;166:11-15

Journal policy:

- No specific feature within an image may be enhanced, obscured, moved, 
removed, or introduced.

- Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color balance are acceptable if they are 
applied to the whole image and as long as they do not obscure or eliminate any 
information present in the original. Nonlinear adjustments must be disclosed in 
the figure legend.

Image manipulation policies



Shen H. Meet this super-spotter of duplicated images in science papers. Nature 2029;581:132-6. https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-01363-z

https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-01363-z


Shen H. Meet this super-spotter of duplicated images in science papers. Nature 2029;581:132-6. https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-01363-z

https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-01363-z


STM Working Group, 2021
Recommendations for handling image integrity issues

Image manipulation policies

https://www.stm-
assoc.org/2021_12_07_Recommendations_for_ha
ndling_image_integrity_issues_V10.pdf

• Image handling principles for 
editors:
• Scope of journal integrity assssment
• Editor responsibilities and

transparency
• Source data
• Replicate data
• Interactions between journals and

institutions
• Interactions between journals
• Considering comments from third

parties (readers, whistleblower)
• Legal considerations

• Classification of image abberations
• 3 levels (from unintentional mistakes

to intentional manipulation)
• Examples
• Action Pre-publication
• Action Post-publication

https://www.stm-assoc.org/2021_12_07_Recommendations_for_handling_image_integrity_issues_V10.pdf


STM Working Group, 2021
Recommendations for handling image integrity issues

Image manipulation policies

https://osf.io/8j3az/

Level 1
Image irregularities can in principle 
be due to inadvertent  mistakes  in  
data  processing  or cosmetic image 
processing (‘beautification’) that
nonetheless   potentially   affects   
the proper   interpretation   of   the   
data   by   the reader.  There  is  no  
evidence  for  intent  to mislead. 
Source data is readily available and 
explains    the    aberrations or    
possible aberrations. 

Level 2
Significant   data   “beautification”   
or undeclared image/data 
manipulations, which undermine    
objective    data    presentation, 
which  are  at  odds  with  accepted  
scholarly practice,  and  which  
change  the scientific conclusions for 
key data in a research paper. Intent 
to mislead cannot be excluded 
without formal further investigation

https://osf.io/8j3az/


Challenge: Correcting articles for 
honest errors



What is a corrected/retracted and republished article?

“Retraction with republication (also referred to as “replacement”) 
can be considered in cases where honest error leads to a major
change in the direction or significance of the results,
interpretations, and conclusions. …
retraction with republication of the changed paper, with an 
explanation, allows full correction of the scientific literature.
…it is helpful to show the extent of the changes in supplementary 
material or in an appendix, for complete transparency.”

http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/corrections-and-version-control.html
http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/corrections-and-version-control.html
http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/corrections-and-version-control.html


Indexing changes to a an article

Fact Sheet: Errata, Retractions, and Other Linked Citations in PubMed, 2017; 
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/policy/errata.html

Errata – “… errors that originate in the publication process and those that result from errors of scientific 
logic or methodology …”
Expression of Concern – “… about the integrity of a published article … typically written by an editor 
using that phrase in the item title …”
Author Responses to Comments – “… a published letter that NLM considers a comment will be 
immediately followed by a response written by the author(s) of the original article …”
Duplicate Publications  – „When NLM identifies an article that duplicates another article without 
acknowledgement, the citations for both articles are assigned the Publication Type of Duplicate 
Publication [PT].”
Updated Articles – „… article that updates a previous article must … state that it is an updated version …
or must appear in a journal that routinely publishes such updates as its primary content.”
Republished (Reprinted) articles – „… republish (i.e., reprint) a significant article that was recently 
published in another journal.”

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/policy/errata.html


Indexing changes to a an article

Fact Sheet: Errata, Retractions, and Other Linked Citations in PubMed

2017
Corrected and Republished Articles
„… correct a previously published article by republishing the article in its entirety, often to rectify an editorial or 
printing error in the original article. The citation for the republished article is indexed with the additional 
Publication Type of Corrected and Republished Article [PT] and is linked to the citation for the original article. 
Citations for a republished article include the phrase “Corrected and republished from: [article title],” and citations 
for the original article include the phrase “Corrected and republished in: [article title].”

Added in 2018
„… Journals also may correct a previously published article that was retracted due to errors in science. The citation 
for the republished article is indexed with the Publication Type of Corrected and Republished Article [PT] and is 
linked to the citation for the retracted article. Citations for a republished article include the phrase “Retracted and 
republished from: [article title],” and citations for the retracted article include the phrase “Retracted and 
republished in: [article title].”



NLM example: corrected and republished



NLM example: retracted and republished



NLM example: retracted and republished



Another example: JAMA 2017



Another example: JAMA 2018



• Journals are not consistent in presenting article changes
• Linking services do not deliver clear updates
• Indexing databases have discrepancies in differentiating and 

tagging these articles.

Challenges for retracted and republished articles

Marasović T, Utrobičić A, Marušić A. Transparency of retracting and replacing articles. Lancet. 2018. https://doi.org//10.1016/S0140-6736(18)30487-2

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(18)30487-2


Challenge: Preprints



Challenge: Preprints
Preprint (NLM definition):

„Preprints are complete and public 
drafts of scientific documents, not 
yet certified by peer review. These 
documents ensure that the findings 
of the research community are 
widely disseminated, priorities of 
discoveries are established and they 
invite feedback and discussion to 
help improve the work.”



Challenge: 
Indexing
preprints



Challenge: Indexing preprints



Challenge: Paper mills



Definition (COPE): “the process by which manufactured manuscripts are 
submitted to a journal for a fee on behalf of researchers with the purpose 
of providing an easy publication for them, or to offer authorship for sale”. 

Papers from paper mills are not the work of the named author and they 
contain fraudulent content.

Detection of articles from paper mills is difficult. Current detection tools may 
not show up problems.

Over 2000 articles from paper mills discovered; 26% retracted or expressions
of concern published.

Paper mills



Paper mills
Christopher J. The raw thruth about
paper mills. FEBS Letters. 
2021;595(13):1751-7. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/1873-
3468.14143

https://doi.org/10.1002/1873-3468.14143


Paper mills



Paper mills

• Latvia



Challenge: Predatory journals



Definition (WIKI):

Predatory open access publishing is an exploitative open-access 
publishing business model that involves charging publication fees 
to authors without providing the editorial and publishing services 
associated with legitimate journals (open access or not).

Pseudo-journals

Predatory journals



 Intention to deceive

 Misuse of Gold OA

 Conflict of interest (more paper – more income)

 Manipulative spamming

 Targeting young researchers and those from
smaller academic communities

 Mimicking legitimate publishers

 Fake metrics

 Highjacking legitimate journals

Predatory journals



http://thinkchecksubmit.org/

Predatory journals



Outcome

Instead of a conclusion: Quality assurance in editing

Structure

Process

Declaring contributions and 
conflicts

Verifying integrity of articles
Handling allegations
Correcting literature

End result of care:
Are we getting better in 
responsible publishing?

A. Donabedian. Quality assurance. Structure, process, outcome. Nurs Stand. 1992;7(11 Suppl QA):4-51.

Guidelines
Standards
Editorial policies



https://embassy.science/wiki/Main_Page

ana.marusic@mefst.hr

https://embassy.science/wiki/Main_Page

